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PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
MENTORING
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The MSKSI School of Awake Personal
Development Program provides socialemotional learning (SEL) and a safe space
for girls to:
receive positive reinforcement for
proactive change and personal growth
make a commitment to selfdevelopment and take personal
responsibility to create wellness habits
develop a positive mindset and
practices that promote healthy
relationships with self and others
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MONTHLY
MENTORING
PROGRAM
During the monthly "School of Awake Mentoring
Program" participants:
meet on the first Saturday of the month for group
mentoring, guest speakers, and interactive activities
will take a deeper dive into content based on the
theme for the year. 2022-2023 is the Authentic Girl.
practice self-reflection, journaling, and activities that
create space for self-expression and authenticity
build relationships with like-minded peers and a
community of support and safety
develop healthy habits of mind and practices such as
effective communication, connecting with nature,
coping with challenges, wellness practices, healthy
nutrition, and self-care
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MOTHER'S DAY
BRUNCH &
LEARN
During the Mother's Day Event:
girls have time to thank and appreciate their mothers,
and along with their moms get to enjoy a day of
connection, pampering, fun learning, and
relationship-building activities.
there are engaging keynote speakers that bring
information and encouragement with a spirit of
inspiration
a high end bruch is served in an elegant atmosphere
that celebrates the joy and gift of motherhood and
aspires to celebrate the mother-daughter experience
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SCHOOL OF
AWAKE SUMMER
CAMP
During the week-long SOA Summer Camp, girls:
meet daily for a week to focus on content and
activities around social-emotional learning, personal
development, and self-acceptance
develop self-confidence, appreciation, and acceptance
of self, and receive tools, strategies, and support for
thriving in everyday life
have time for fun activities that support sisterhood,
safety, and supportive community
engage in outdoor activities that inspire connection
with nature as conditions allow
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YOUNG WOMEN'S
ANNUAL
LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
During the Empower Her - Mentoring Rising Stars Young
Women's Leadership Conference:
MSKSI hosts dynamic guest speakers to inspire and uplift,
with a focus on excellence
young women’s potential for leadership is developed
review of the personal development principles learned
over the previous year
Girls who have completed the program year with MSKSI
are recognized, as well as program mentors, event
sponsors, supporters, and volunteers in a high energy
celebration
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LEARN FROM
MENTORS WHO
REPRESENT YOU
What we can see, we can achieve!
Representation matters and our mentors reflect our
student demographic and model academic and personal
excellence.
Mentors show girls that success in business, career, and
life is attainable when they practice success principles
and embrace mentorship that inspires them to grow
beyond their comfort zone and thrive!
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MY SISTER'S KEEPER
SUCCESS INSTITUTE IS
PREPARING GIRLS TO
CHANGE THE WORLD!
TO DONATE
TEXT "GIVEMSKSI"
TO 44321
Follow us @msksiinc

